
Objets and Classi�ation: a Natural Convergene Workshop of ECOOP'2000 May 24, 2000Towards a More Suitable ClassHierarhy for Persistent ObjetManagementAdeline Capouillez, Robert Chignoli, Pierre Cresenzo, andPhilippe Lahire11 IntrodutionThe aim of our study is to improve the desription power of the lass hierarhy. Thus,we want to failitate the reusability of persistent objets in the ontext of severalappliations whih share persistent data. To this end, we intend to speify morepreisely the relationships between lasses. The new information provides a moreaurate and �exible lass hierarhy. So we ould load and update the persistentobjets whih have not got the exatly adequate struture for the transient shema.This an happen when appliations evolve regardless of the persistent shema oflasses.The fat that several appliations, at di�erent evolution steps, aess the samepersistent objets implies two possibilities:Partial shema of lasses Some appliations may only have a partial knowledgeof the persistent shema of lasses. The instanes of known lasses are of oursediretly aessible. However we may also want to load other persistent objetsthat an be seen as instanes of known lasses.Evolution of lasses The lasses of an appliation an evolve. The persistentinstanes stored by the former versions of these lasses should be able to beloaded, used, and even translated in order to be adapted to the new versions.The seond situation, the evolution of lasses, will be dealt with with the manage-ment of speialized version relationships suh as those of the Presage system [Tal94℄.In this paper, we shall only present elements of a solution to the �rst situation.In setion 2 we will �rst present the ontext of our work, then we shall showthe ontributions of the relationship information thanks to the example of a gener-alization relationship in setion 3. We may have hosen a speialization relationshipbut generalization is a little more original. For this example, we shall present theonditions needed to establish the relationship. Then we shall study the loadingand updating phases and we shall detail the di�erent resulting situations. For thesesituations, we shall give arising onstraints and operations to perform. We wantthus to demonstrate the interest of the relationships between lasses assoiated tomore aurate semantis in order to improve the quality of the shema of lasses andto share persistent objets. We will onlude with an overview of possible futureworks.1For all Authors: Laboratoire I3S (UNSA/CNRS), Team OCL, 2000 route des luioles, LesAlgorithmes bâtiment Eulide B, BP 121, F-06903 Sophia Antipolis CEDEX, Frane. E-Mails:{Adeline.Capouillez | Robert.Chignoli | Pierre.Cresenzo | Philippe.Lahire}�unie.fr Adeline Capouillez, Robert Chignoli, Pierre Cresenzo, and Philippe Lahire 1/9



Objets and Classi�ation: a Natural Convergene Workshop of ECOOP'2000 May 24, 20002 Framework of the studyTo improve the lass hierarhy power, we have de�ned a meta-objet model alledOFL [CCL99a, CCCL00a℄. To failitate your understanding of the rest of this paper,we need to present some elements of this model and the ontext of this study.2.1 The OFL modelThe OFL model, whih is the basis of this work, is de�ned to bring out the notion ofrelationship between lasses in the objet-oriented languages (suh as Java [GJS96℄,Ei�el [Mey92℄, or C++ [Str97℄). OFL is designed in the software engineering ontext[Ous99℄. It desribes for eah language one language-onept entity whih managesone or several desription-onepts. These desription-onepts represent the dif-ferent kinds of lasses (for example, in Java, we an �nd lasses, interfaes, arrays,. . . ). Eah of them an be onsidered as the soure or as the target of a relationship(desribed by a relationship-onept) suh as inheritane or aggregation.Hereafter, we present the few elements of OFL that are essential for the under-standing of this paper.� The system is fully rei�ed: the lasses (suh as in CLOS [Kee89℄ or Smalltalk[GR83℄) and the relationships are also desribed as instanes.� The feature de�nition (funtions, proedures and attributes) and the invariant(of lass), desribed under the form of a onjuntion of onditions, are storedwithin lasses.� The values of the attributes are stored within instanes.� When we speak about the type of a feature, we mean:� for an attribute: its type,� for a proedure: the set of types of its parameters,� for a funtion: the set of types of its returned result and its parame-ters (the returned result is onsidered as a result-parameter whih onlyprovides a syntati simpli�ation).� Eah lass de�nes a default value for eah of its attributes. This default valuemust respet the invariant of the lass.The main original aspet of our approah is to fous on the properties of therelationship-onepts (relationships between lasses) in order to exploit these data.The �rst interest of this rih desription is that we an use this new informationto improve the quality of the developed software. Therefore we an provide betterdoumentation, maintainability, reusability, . . . Another interest is to be able tomake a better spei�ation of the relationships between lasses in objet-orientedlanguages. For example, we an set a real speialization or generalization (or . . . )relationship, as in the modelling stage (UML [RJB98℄), between two lasses ratherthan just using inheritane as a roundabout way. Adeline Capouillez, Robert Chignoli, Pierre Cresenzo, and Philippe Lahire 2/9



Objets and Classi�ation: a Natural Convergene Workshop of ECOOP'2000 May 24, 2000Unlike Java, C++, Ei�el, . . . , eah of whih o�ers an inheritane relationshipwith �xed semantis, our approah is to propose a more �exible way to design moreadequate relationships. Like CLOS and Smalltalk, we an rede�ne the operationalsemantis of inheritane or even de�ne new relationships. But unlike them, we wantto o�er the programmer a simple way to do that [CCL99b℄.This paper neither presents the OFL model nor the way to onstrut new rela-tionships. We only want to show here some possible improvement, that we may getfor the management of persistent objet thanks to a better lassi�ation.2.2 ContextWe are �rst in the ontext of a persistent programming language whih does not relyon a database management system. So some problems may appear. For example,when you load an objet, in an objet-oriented database management system, youautomatially load its lass. We assume a persistent programming language whihwould not proeed this way. Indeed, as said in the introdution, an appliation mayhave evolved regardless of the persistent shema, but we think that we an even soprovide the loading of the objet.Thus we want to point out that we are in the framework of a programminglanguage where the loading of a lass from the persistent shema is not performedimpliitly2. Therefore, loading an instane does not imply loading its lass. Ourapproah is indeed to load this instane by adapting it to the transient shema (theappliation one). We admit that it is also possible to load a �attened view3 of thelass. We do not assume that the loading operation is more or less stati or dynami.We have hosen to use the ROOPS servie [Cap99℄ whih provides a persistentmodelling of OFL entities. ROOPS is designed in order to allow the storage of bothinstanes and lasses but also of all the information dealing with the relationshipsbetween lasses4.To explain our approah, we shall now give a de�nition of the following terms:migration, loading and updating.What is meant by migration is the proess whih allows to hange the lassof an objet. It is not polymorphism whih allows to onsider an objet as aninstane of a ompatible lass. It is an irreversible transformation (unless we makean opposite migration whih is not a anellation but another transformation whihannot guarantee that the objet will ome bak to its original state). Thereforethe migration allows to break the instantiation relationship whih exists between aninstane and its lass.Loading is the operation whih makes an objet go from the persistent world tothe transient one. The updating proess is the reverse operation.In the framework of our approah, we did not allow to perform the followingoperations during the updating proess:2The expliit loading of lasses is obviously feasible.3For a lass, �attened means a transitive losure is made on this lass. So all its features areseen as loal.4The relationships between lasses and objets, suh as that of the instantiation one, or betweenobjets are also designed in OFL and ROOPS. But this paper does not intend to deal with thesekinds of relationships. Adeline Capouillez, Robert Chignoli, Pierre Cresenzo, and Philippe Lahire 3/9



Objets and Classi�ation: a Natural Convergene Workshop of ECOOP'2000 May 24, 2000� Migration. We onsider that the hange of lass for an objet is too impor-tant an operation and it annot be made impliitly by an appliation whenupdating. Indeed, an appliation ould lose the trak of an instane that itreated if another appliation makes this instane migrate.� Modifying the value of persistent attributes whih are not loadedin the transient world. Those attributes, whih are not loaded by theappliation, must not be modi�ed, in order to keep the integrity of persistentinstanes at the updating time.� Representating an objet of the real world by several persistent in-stanes. In order to keep the integrity of the persistent world (eah persistentobjet has a unique identity) at the updating time, if the transient image of thepersistent instane is inompatible with this persistent instane, the reationof a new persistent instane orresponding to the same objet is prohibited.2.3 CaptionFinally, �gure 1 gives the ommon aption of all the other �gures of this doument,therefore they will only show the spei� part of their aption.
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Instance adapterFigure 1: A ommon aptionj is an image of i means that j desribes the same objet as i but with anothertype. X is the same lass as Y means that X, from the persistent world, is faithfullyrepresented by Y in the transient world.3 Generalization relationshipWe hoose to present a generalization relationship rather than a speialization one[CCCL00b℄ beause it is more relevant to improve a lass power hierarhy. This kindof link is useful in some situation. For example, we want to add a lass in the middleof a library lass hierarhy. And we do not want or annot modify this library by re-engineering it with a top-down approah. Here, it is possible to use a generalizationrelationship to insert the new lass with aurate links into the existing ones.3.1 De�nition of the relationshipA generalization relationship is the reverse of a speialization relationship. For lakof anything better, the inheritane implemented in the objet-oriented languages Adeline Capouillez, Robert Chignoli, Pierre Cresenzo, and Philippe Lahire 4/9



Objets and Classi�ation: a Natural Convergene Workshop of ECOOP'2000 May 24, 2000is sometimes used to implement generalization [Mey97℄. In order to be able toestablish a generalization relationship between a S soure-lass and a C target-lass,it is neessary to satisfy the following onditions:1. S annot de�ne new features.2. S an remove some features from C.3. S an rede�ne the features of C if and only if the type of rede�ned attributes,rede�ned feature parameters and rede�ned funtion results are generalizedaording to the type de�ned in C.4. The invariant of S is equivalent to or less strit than the C one.5. The set of the instanes (extension) of S inludes all the instanes of C.The three following examples present typial ases of generalization relationships:1. The RECTANGLE and LOZENGE lasses (soure-lasses) are generalizations of theSQUARE lass (target-lass).2. The CAR lass is a generalization of the PORSCHE lass.3. The AIRCRAFT lass is a generalization of both HELICOPTER and PLANE lasses.3.2 Illustration: in�uenes and ontributionsTo illustrate the in�uene of the generalization relationship in the management ofpersistent objets, we give the example desribed in �gure 2. In the persistent world,the CAR lass (whih has a diret a1 instane) is a generalization of the DIESEL_CARlass.
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Figure 2: A generalization relationshipHere are some elements of the two lass de�nitions (onsidering that DIESEL_OILis a speialization of FUEL). It is not a soure ode but rather a �attened desriptionof these lasses. Adeline Capouillez, Robert Chignoli, Pierre Cresenzo, and Philippe Lahire 5/9



Objets and Classi�ation: a Natural Convergene Workshop of ECOOP'2000 May 24, 2000Class CARFeaturesowner: PERSONfuel: FUELonsumption: INTEGERInvariantonsumption � 0End_Class CAR
Class DIESEL_CARFeaturesowner: PERSONfuel: DIESEL_OILonsumption: INTEGERpreheating_time: INTEGERInvariant(onsumption > 0) ^(preheating_time � 0)End_Class DIESEL_CARThe DIESEL_CAR lass is loaded by an appliation A from the transient world.This lass is stemming from the persistent world whih also ontains the CAR lass.A has no knowledge of CAR. There is a persistent a1 instane of CAR. We an admitthat the appliation A wants to handle all the persistent instanes of DIESEL_CARbut also those of CAR whih are ompatible with the desription of a DIESEL_CAR.3.2.1 LoadingWe an see that the DIESEL_CAR lass has no instane, the CAR lass has one. How-ever, this instane an be viewed under some onditions as a DIESEL_CAR.An a1 instane of CAR in the persistent world an beome a d1 instane ofDIESEL_CAR in the transient world, following the next hronologial steps:1. a1 is loaded in transient memory (let us all it a1-aux).2. Eah missing attribute from a1-aux aording to DIESEL_CAR is added toa1-aux with its default value de�ned in DIESEL_CAR.3. If and only if a1-aux satis�es the invariant of DIESEL_CAR, then it is viewedin the transient world as an instane of DIESEL_CAR alled d1 (f. �gure 3).
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Figure 3: Loading of a generalized objetIf the ondition mentioned in the last step is not satis�ed then a1-aux is removedfrom the transient world. Therefore loading a1 is impossible.During the adaptation from a1 to d1, we neither deal with the invariants nor theroutines beause they are desribed at the lass level and not at the instane level. Adeline Capouillez, Robert Chignoli, Pierre Cresenzo, and Philippe Lahire 6/9



Objets and Classi�ation: a Natural Convergene Workshop of ECOOP'2000 May 24, 20003.2.2 UpdatingWhen all the operations are �nished in the transient world, we deal with the updatingphase in the persistent world. Several situations an our:No updating is wanted. All the modi�ations made in the transient world arelost.An updating is wanted. Here we fae two alternatives:� No value of an attribute added to d1 has been modi�ed5. In this ase,it is useless to keep the value of these attributes. a1 from the persistent worldis therefore updated aording to the attributes of d1 de�ned in CAR (f. �gure4). Moreover this is diretly possible beause the invariant of DIESEL_CAR isompatible with the CAR invariant. Indeed, this ompatibility is ensured bythe semantis of the generalization relationship.
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Figure 4: Updating of a generalized objet (partiular ase)� The value of at least one attribute added to d1 has been modi�ed.We want to keep a1 from the persistent world as a diret instane of CAR. Wealso want to keep the new information brought by A whih onsiders a1 as aDIESEL_CAR. To this purpose, we add an adapter to a1 in the persistent world.It allows to onsider a1 as a diret instane of DIESEL_CAR. This adapter alledd1-a1 ontains all the values of the diret attributes of DIESEL_CAR. In ourexample, we keep all the values of the attributes of d1 that are not in a16 (f.�gure 5). The values of the attributes of d1 ontained by CAR are updated ina1, those spei� to DIESEL_CAR are updated in d1-a1. An adapter an be theinterfae of only one instane. An instane an have several adapters, eah ofthem being attahed to a di�erent type7.5They still have their default value.6Hene the notation d1-a1: d1 minus a1.7It means an objet an have several instantiation relationships to di�erent lasses.
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Objets and Classi�ation: a Natural Convergene Workshop of ECOOP'2000 May 24, 2000
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d1-a1Figure 5: Updating of a generalized objet4 Prospets and onlusionThanks to the studied example, this paper has presented our �rst works on the useof information assoiated to the relationship between lasses in order to improve thelass hierarhy quality and to reuse persistent objets.In this example, the use of a spei� relationship (generalization) shows that itis more pertinent than a simple inheritane relationship. Indeed, inheritane anbe used for numerous uses (suh as speialization, generalization, views, versions,ode reuse, . . . ). It is therefore impossible for the system to attah some strongsemantis to the edges (inheritane relationship) of the shema of lasses. It is evenmore di�ult to use these semantis when the instanes are loaded by appliationswhih only know a part of this shema. We have not shown it here, but the use ofa speialization relationship improves the persistent objet reuse too.We have also shown that a better knowledge of the relationships between lasses� at the persistent level as well as in transient appliations � allows to handleinstanes whih, otherwise, would not be loadable by appliations.These are our development prospets:� the generalization of this approah to version relationships to handle the ap-pliation evolution,� an extension of this approah removing some of the onstraints set in theontext setion (for example, we ould aept migration in some situations inorder to re-lassify objets), and� the programming of a prototype handling a subset of the OFL model, forexample by extending Java with one or several new relationships.Referenes[Cap99℄ A. Capouillez. ROOPS : un servie paramétrable de persistane pour OFL.Tehnial Report 99-15, Laboratoire d'Informatique, Signaux et Systèmes deSophia-Antipolis, septembre 1999. Adeline Capouillez, Robert Chignoli, Pierre Cresenzo, and Philippe Lahire 8/9
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